


•  G2V refers to a star of spectral class “G2” and luminosity class V 
•  Our sun is a G2V star 
•  The noontime sunlight is an accepted standard for “white” 
•  Combining equal amounts of RGB will result in white 
•  When imaging a G2V star through RGB filters, the relative ADU 

values can be used to calculate a multiplier to equalize the fluxes 
to get white 

•  Due to differential color extinction, the values are only valid for the 
elevation angle used for the image 

•  Using the RGB values in the correct proportion will result in a 
calibrated image 



•  Our eyes don’t respond well to color at low light 
levels 

•  We generally don’t perceive color in DSOs 
•  So what are the real colors in DSOs? 
•  The question is open to debate—we won’t go 

there 
•  G2V calibration is a repeatable way to render 

color balance in DSOs 
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•  Find a G2V star near the object you will be 
imaging 

•  Take images of G2V star through each filter for 
the same time (typically a few seconds) 
–  Avoid saturating the star 
–  You can use auto-dark for calibration 

•  In Maxim or other program, measure the total 
flux with sky background subtracted for each 
filter (intensity measurement in Maxim) 



•  Normalize the values to constants so that the 
combination will give equal fluxes 

•  Example: 

Astrodon Tru-Balance I-Series, Altitude = 69 degrees 

ADU 
Divide by R Take Inverse 

Color Combine 
Using These Weights 
In Maxim 

AIP4WIN 





•  If you have calibration data for a specific altitude, you 
can transform them to a different altitude 

•  The steps are as follows: 
–  Correct the data to the zenith 
–  Calculate the equivalent signal 
–  Correct for extinction at the new altitude 
–  Calculate the new weighting factors 
–  You will need to know the extinction coefficients 

•  Extinction factors are variable. You can measure them at 
your site or use typical values from a table 



Extinction coefficients: R=0.13, G=0.20, B=0.29 

Extinction 
Coefficient 

Atmospheric 
Transmittance 

16 Cyg 
Reference M10 

From Handbook of Astronomical Image Processing 

Use these to  
Process M10 
In MaxIm DL 



RGB: 1/1/1 RGB: 1/1.3/1.8 

RGB: 16min/16min/16min 



Compare to p.7 



•  Uses photometric data from NOMAD or SDSS  
•  You download the main program plus the Aladin 

sky atlas utility 
•  The workflow has many steps, including a plate 

solve which assumes CCDSoft or MaxIm DL or 
PinPoint 

•  Uses data from your image to figure weights 
•  The workflow seems overly-complicated but it 

should give good results 
•  I haven’t tried the software 



1.  Berry, Richard et. al. The Handbook of Astronomical Image 
Processing, 2006, Chapter 20 

3.  G2V Calibration Tutorial. http://www.astrodon.com/Orphan/g2v_tutorial/ 
4.  G2V Database for TheSky 6. 

http://www.astrodon.com/Orphan/g2v_database_for_thesky6/ 
5.  Color CCD Imaging with RGB and CMY Filters. 

http://www.kellysky.net/artdraf7.htm 
6.  eXcalibrator Software. http://www.astro.com/eXcalibrator/excalibrator.htm 
7.  AIP4WIN Software. Willmann-Bell 


